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1. Introduction. In this paper we are primarily concerned with the

solution of the linear differential equation of infinite order

(1) ¿F„(x)y<»>(x)=/(x),
n-0

where the P»(x) are polynomials of bounded degree (^k), and the relation

of this equation to expansions in generalized Appell polynomials.  Equation

(1) is transformed into an equivalent contour integral equation, using the

Laplace transformation; and this integral equation is then shown to lead to

a solution which is itself a contour integral, with a kernel which satisfies a

linear differential equation of order k. It is also shown that the contour

integral equation is equivalent to an expansion question in generalized

Appell polynomials.

In §2 we derive some simple properties of these polynomials. In §3 the

equivalence between the above-mentioned differential and integral equations

is shown, and the relation to the expansion problem developed. The resolving

kernel for the general case (k) is introduced in §4, and the particular cases

k=0, k = i, are treated in §§5, 6. The method of the Laplace transformation

is then extended, in §§7, 8 respectively, to partial differential equations of

infinite order, constant coefficients, and to Laurent differential equations,

constant coefficients. %

2. Generalized Appell polynomials.  Let

00

(2) ¿í(¿) ~ Z<W" (»--0,1, ••• , k)
n-0

* Presented to the Society, September 7, 1928; received by the editors in December, 1928.

t National Research Fellow.

X The attention of the writer has been called to two memoirs by S. Pincherle, the spirit of which

is closely akin to that of the present paper: Studi sopre alcune operazioni funzionali, Memorie della

Reale Accademia delle Scienze di Bologna, (4), vol. 7 (1886), pp. 393-442; Sur la résolution de l'équa-

tion fonctionnelle^h^x+cty) -/(*), Acta Mathematica, vol. 48 (1926), pp. 279-304.
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be (k + 1) formal* power series, with ;!*(/) ^0, and define the generalized

Appell polynomials {G„(a;)}, of order k, by the (formal) expansion^

oo

(3) e'«Uo(0 + xAi(t) + ■■■ + x"Ak(t)} ~ Y,G»(x)t\
n-0

If Ak(0) t^O, G„(a;) is a polynomial of degree n+k. If we multiply (5) through

by e~'x, and differentiate (k + 1) times with respect to *, we find that

0 ~ *-«" ¿> {G«+»(x) - ( JG^x) +••• + (- 1)*+1G„-*-i(s) ) ,
n-0 \      1      /

so that

Lemma 1.  Gn(x) satisfies the mixed relation\

(k+\\   U) (k + Y\
C<*+1>(*) - Í    x    Wn-i(x) + {   2   JG£»(*)

(4)
-+ (- l)^Gn^i(x) = 0 (n = 0,1, • • • ).

On expanding the left hand member of (3) in a power series in / we obtain

an explicit form for Gn(x):

*      /    xn a;"-'1 \

(5) Gn(x) =   2-éXA a«,—-+ an--—■ +••• + «,-„).
i_o     \    w! (« - 1)! /

Not only does (3) imply (4), but also conversely:

Lemma 2. Let {G„(a;)}, » = 0,1, • • • , be a set of functions satisfying (4) for

« = 0,1, • • • . Then there exist constants ain(n = 0,1, ■ • • , °o;¿=0,1, ■ • ■ ,k)

such that on setting (formally) ^•(/)'~J3ô dint", the relation (3) is formally

satisfied.

In virtue of (4) we have

0 ~ e-" ¿ ÍG¿"+V(x) - ( }¿Z(x) + ••• + (- 1)*+>£„_*_!(*:) 1.

But the right hand member of this identity is the (£ + l)st derivative with

* That is, the radius of convergence of Ai(t) may be zero.

t The original Appell polynomials (k =0) were discussed by Appell, Sur une classe de polynômes,

Annales Scientifiques de l'Ecole Normal Supérieure, (2), vol. 9 (1880), pp. 119-144. He has found

for them some interesting properties.

J G's with negative subscripts are defined to be identically zero.
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respect to x of e~txYlio^Gn(x), so that this last expression is a polynomial in

x of degree not exceeding k, with coefficients which are functions of /:*

e-'* 2>Gn(x) ~¿o(fl + xAi(t) + ■■■ + x"Ah(t).
o

It follows that the functions Gn(x) are polynomials. To determine the func-

tions Ai(t), we differentiate the members of this last identity k times with

respect to x, setting x = 0 after each differentiation :

00

ilo(0~  Y.Gn(0)t«,
o

¿i«)~-^   e{G„'(0)-Gn_i(0)}r,
1!     o

Ak(t) ~ ^ ¿ {«" (o) - ( *)g£»(0) + ( *)g^;2)(o)-

+ (-l)*(*W»(0)j*-.

This establishes the lemma.

Corollary. A necessary and sufficient condition that a set of functions

{G„(x)},» = 0, 1, • • • , be a set of generalized Appell polynomials of order ^k,

is that (4) be satisfied, «=0, 1,2, ■ ■ ■

In establishing the preceding results the question of convergence of the

formal power series represented by .4,(0 did not enter. However, in consider-

ing G„-expansions of analytic functions, it is necessary to lay down restric-

tions. We make the following assumptions:

(A) The functions A{(t), i = 0, Í, ■ ■ ■ , k, are analytic, |/| <R.

(B) Ak(t) has at most a finite numberf of zeros in |i|<i?.

(C) The analytic functions f(x) whose expansions we consider are those

of exponential value (exp. val.) less than R; i.e., those for which lim sup „_«,

|y(n)(o)|i/»<JR.

Lemma 3. // {X„} is a sequence of numbers such that lim sup |X„ |1/B = 1/p < R,

then ^2o \nGn(x) converges uniformly in every bounded region, and defines a

function of exponential value <R.

* It is possible that A k{t) = 0, A t_i(/) = 0, • • • , A *_,(<) = 0, 0 g r S *.
t If Ak(f) has infinitely many zeros in \t \ <R, then we choose R' very close to, and less than, R,

and consider the region |/|<.R'. There will be only a finite number of zeros in |/|<ii'.
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Let r be any number <R, and let C be the circle |/| —r. Then in any

bounded region |a;|gX,

I Gn(x) | - I — f e'*{Ao(t) + ■■■ + x"Ak(t) }--
| 2x1 Jc tn+1

^ erX-N(l + X +-h Xk)/rn = M/rn,

where N is the maximum of |^4o(/) |, • • • , \Ák(t) \ on C. Choose r to satisfy

r>l/p.    Then in  \x \ ̂ X, Xô |X„G„(a;) | ÛM^Ï |X„ \/r", which converges.
The series represents, then, an entire function.   Denote it by g(x).   Now

¡a* | ̂ M/(R-e)», ¿ = 0, • • • , k, so that
«

A0(t) + ■■■ + xkAk(t) « M(i + x + ■ ■ ■ + xk) 2>(Ä - «)-,
o

and
e"{At(t) + ••• + xkAk(t)} « M(i + x + • • •

+ x") 2>[*»/»! + • • • + (R - e)—].
o

Hence

Gn(x) « M(l + x+ • • • + **)[*»/»! + --- + (R- «)-"].

Also, |X„ | g A(p-í)-B; therefore

¿XBG„W«If(l+i+ • • • +**)¿(*"/»D(p-e)-{¿(A-e)-(p-6)-}.
n=0 »=0 s=0

The series in the brace converges, since Rp > 1 and « can be taken arbitrarily

small; let its value be K. Then

oo

g(x) =  Y,^Gn(x) « MNK(\ + x -)-+ xk)ex^"-'K
0

Now exp. val. of exl(-p~') is l/(p —e), <R for e small enough, and multiplying

through by (1+*+ • • • +xk) does not affect the exponential value. Hence

g(x) is of exp. val. <R, as was to be proved.

3. A differential equation of infinite order and a contour integral equation.

We return to the differential equation (1). Let us denote by ^4[y(a;)] the

differential operator

A [y] = a0y(x) + ■ ■ • + anyM(x) + • • • ,

where ^4(/)~23o a"/n. Then equation (1) can be expressed, by a suitable

rearrangement of terms, as follows:

(6) A0[y] + xAi[y] + ■■■ + xkAk[y] = /(*).
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We assume in what follows that conditions (A), (B), (C) of the preceding section

are fulfilled.
Such equations have been considered by Perron,* Hilb, von Koch and

others. We shall treat them from a new point of view. Let us look for

solutions y(x) which are of exp. val. <R. If y(x) =J] Ô X„xB/w! is of exp. val.

p<R, and if Y(x) =%2Z X„xn, then F(x) has a radius of convergence l/p; and

if C is a contour surrounding the origin and lying in \t\< l/p, then

i   r y iß)
(7) y(x) = —       -ii«-/W.

¿iri Je      t

Now it is readily established that if A (t) is analytic in \t \ <R, and y(x) is

of exp. val. p <R, thent

(8) A [y] = ~ f —A (-) e"'dt,    Í/R < | t \ < l/p,
2irt Je     t       \ t /

and A [y] is of exp. val. ^p. That is, the operator A can be taken under the

integral sign.  It follows that (6) is equivalent to the contour integral equation

(9) '("-¿£ít{^(t)+^'(t)+' ■+^(-r)H'-
the sense of the equivalence being as follows :

Theorem 1. // y(x) =2o X„xn/»!, of exp. vol. p<R, is a solution of (6)

then F(x)=2o X„xB is a solution of (9), C being a contour surrounding the

origin and lying in l/R< \t\ <l/p. Conversely, if Y(x), with radius of con-

vergence l/p, where p<R, is a solution of (9), then y(x) is of exp. val. p, and is

a solution of (6)4

Let us assume in (9) the expansion

oo

(10) Y(t) =  X>nr.
o

The term in l/t in the integrand is the term independent of / in the Laurent

expansion of Y(tj^ Ô Gn(x)/tn, so that we have

(11) f(x) =  ¿XnG„(x).
o

* For a list of references see Sheffer, Linear differential equations of infinite order, with polynomial

coefficients of degree one, to appear in the Annals of Mathematics.

t^[eXl]=^(X)eXlforall |\|<Ä.

X The proof is immediate.
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There is, then, a very close relation between equations (6) and (9) on

the one hand and G„-expansions on the other. In precise form:

Theorem 2. Let f(x) be of exp. val.<R. If y(x) =23o ^nXn/n\, of exp.

val.<R, is a solution of (6), then f(x) possesses the expansion (11), which

converges uniformly in every bounded region; and lim sup |Xn|1/B<2?. Con-

versely, if lim sup |X„ | l,n<R, andf(x) is defined by (11), thenf(x) and y(x) =

23 o \nxn/n ! are of exp. val. <R, and y(x) is a solution of (6).

The theorem follows at once on using (9) and Lemma 3.

Definition. An expansion for f(x): f(x) =23 ô X„G„(a;) will be termed a

proper expansion (with respect to the given set {Gn(a;)}) if lim sup |Xn \lln<R*

Theorem 2 relates to proper expansions, and may be (partially) restated

as follows:

Corollary. Letf(x) be of exp. val. <R. Every proper expansion off(x) is

equivalent to a solution (of exp. val. <R) of equation (6).

A remarkable property of G„-expansions is that they may permit of

zero expansions; i.e., the function f(x) =0 may have one or more linearly

independent expansions in which not all the coefficients vanish. This property

is a consequence of the fact that the homogeneous equation corresponding

to (6) may have solutions other than y(x) =0:

Theorem 3.f Every proper expansion of the function zero, in which not all

the coefficients vanish, is equivalent to a solution y(x) ^0, of exp. val. <R, of the

homogeneous equation

A0[y] + xAi[y] +-h xkAk[y] = 0.

For equation (6) PerronJ has obtained the following theorem:

Let m be the number of zeros (multiple zeros counted multiply) of

Ak(t) in \t | <R, and let 5 be the number of linearly independent solutions

D(t), which are analytic everywhere in \t \ <R, oí the equation

(12) Ao(t)D(t) + Ai(t)D'(t) + ■■■+ Ak(t)D^(t) = 0.

Then the number of linearly independent solutions y(x), oí exp. val. <R, of

the equation

* It follows by Lemma 3 that if/(*) has a proper expansion, then/(i) is of exp. val. <R.

t The proof follows that of Theorem 2, the expansion 0=2~^ o^nG„(«) corresponding to the solu-

tion y(x)—¿~^0\„xn/n\

t Perron, Lineare Differentialgleichungen unendlich hoher Ordnung mit ganzen rationalen Koef-

fizienten, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 84 (1921), pp. 31-42.
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(13) Ao[y] +xAi[y] + ■ ■ ■ +x"Ak[y]=0

is precisely m — k+s; and the non-homogeneous equation (6) will possess a

solution of exp. val. <R for all functions/(x) of exp. val. <R if and only if (12)

has no solution analytic everywhere in \t \ <R*

Applying this existence theorem and Theorem 2 (Corollary) and Theorem

3, we have

Theorem 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that a proper expansion

exist for all functions f(x) of exp. val. <R is that equation (12) have no solution

D(t)féO which is everywhere analytic in \l\<R. The number of linearly

independent] proper expansions of the function zero is precisely% m — k+s.

4. The resolving kernel.§ By Theorem 4, if (12) has a solution D(t)

analytic in |i|<F, not every function/(x) of exp. val. <R has a proper

expansion. Let us then consider the contrary case: where every solution D(t)

has some singularity in \t \ <R, so that solutions of (6) always exist.

We wish to invert the integral equation (9). Now (9) is in the form

If then we interchange the rôles of/ and Y (which is to introduce F and y),

we are led to consider as a solution of the original equation (6) an expression

of the form

1    r  F(t)    (I      \
(14) y(*)=--        —A(-;xU,

2lTl Jet \t /

* That not all functions/(*) yield a solution of (6) in the case that (12) has a solution analytic

everywhere in \t \ <R, may be seen as follows:

If A{t), B(f) are analytic in \t \ <R, and y(x) is of exp. val. <R, it is permissible to operate with

A on x'B \y]:

A[x'B[y]] m x<AB[y] + ( ¡ ) x^A'Bly] + .. . + Í * ) A™B[y].

Here Ain stands for the operator obtained by differentiating A(t)=^s,antn I times, and AinB is

the operator defined by the product Ail)(t)B(t), the multiplication of these power seriös being as

usual.

Let D(t) féO satisfy (12) and be analytic in |<|<ü. Then on operating on (6) wi,th D, as we may,

we find that the term on the left which has no factor x, drops out in virtue of (12), so that the left

hand member has a factor x. The right hand member is D [/(*)], and this will not in general vanish

at the origin. Consequently there will not always be a solution y(x) of exp. val. <R.

t It is clear that linearly independent solutions yield linearly independent expansions.

X If m—k-r-s is negative, zero will be understood.

§ We owe to Professor Tamarkin suggestions which have improved the presentation of this

section, particularly in stressing the fact that the resolving kernel is not always unique.
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where C is a contour surrounding / = 0 and lying in i/R< |/|<1/X, f(x)

being of exp. val. X. The function A(Z; x) is to be determined.

On substituting (14) into (6) we arrive at the equation

/(*) = -^ f — Uo[A] + xA1[A] + ■■■ + xkAk[A]}dt,
2iri J c     t

and this will certainly be true (see (7)) if the brace in the integrand reduces

to exlt. The function A(i; x) is then to satisfy (with respect to a;) the differen-

tial equation of infinite order

(15) Ao[Mt; x)] + xAi[k(t; *)] + ...+ xkAk[A(t; x)] = e".

Definition. A function A(/; x) which satisfies (15), is analytic in t for all

/ in *T, and is (in x) of exp. val. <R for all / in T, will be termed a resolving

kernel, since it provides in (14) a solution of (6).

Consider the homogeneous equation

(16). Ao[z(x)] + xAi[z(x)] + • • • + x"Ak[z(x)] - 0.

If m — k+s >0, this will be (by the Perron existence theorem) the number of

linearly independent solutions Zi(x) of (16), of exp. val. <R. It follows that

there will not then be a unique resolving kernel:

Lemma 4. // there exists a resolving kernel, and A(/; x) is such a one, then

so is

(a)    A(/; *)+23i=i WM*),

if r = m — k+s>0; and this is the most general resolving kernel. Here the func-

tions Ti(t) are subject only to the condition that they be analytic for t in T.

If m—k+s^0, (16) has no solution of exp. val.<2? other than z(x)=0.

Hence

Lemma 4'. Ifm — k+s^0,a resolving kernel, if it exists, is unique.

Let us denote by Ax the operator on the left of (15), so that Ax[A(t; x)]

= etx; and let Bt be the operator

(17) Bt[w(t)] =■ Ao(t)w + Ai(t)w' + ■■■+ Ak(t)w™.

* T is the region \t \ <R with the zeros of Ak(t) deleted. It is not strictly necessary to demand

the analyticity and exp. val. conditions throughout T: it would suffice to consider only those values of

/ for which i/t lies on C. But since the contour C may vary in T as we choose different functions

f(x) it is simpler to use the region T.
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Then

A,[e*x] = Bt[e'x] = e'*Íx<Ai(t),
«-0

and*

(18) Ax[Bt[A]] = £,[¿.[a]] =B,[e<*] = A „[«•»],

so that

(19) Bt[A(t;x)] = e<* + <t>(t;x),

where <j>(t; x) is a solution of Ax[<p] =0. If A is a resolving kernel, then it is

analytic in / (in the region T) and is (in x) of exp. val. < 22 (/ in T). The same

is then true of 5<[A], and hence of <p. That is,f

r

(b) *(*;*) = £t«W«<(*),
i-l

ti(t) analytic in T.

Lemma 5.  There is a solution Ai(/; x) of the linear differential equation of

order k

.    , ôAi a*Ai
(20) Bt[Ai] =■ ̂ oWAi + Ai(t)— - +  ■■■+ Ak(t)—r = etx + <b(t; x),

at dtk

which is analytic in t (in the region T) and which is (in x) of exp. val. <Rfor t

in T. Here <j> is given by (b).f

The lemma follows from the properties of linear differential equations of

finite order.

Consider such a function Ai(/; x). We have

Bt[Ax[Ai]] = Ax[Bt[A!]] = Ax[etx] = Bt[etx],

so that

(21) Ax[Ai(t;x)] = e'x + Hf,x),

where ^ is a solution of Bt[^]=0. The left hand member of (21) is of exp.

val. <R (see (8)). This must then also be true of \p(t; x).

Let Ci(t), ■ ■ ■ , ck(t) be a set of linearly independent solutions of 5<[c(/)]

= 0.   (ci(t) is clearly analytic in T.)  Then we can write

* That AxBt = BtAx is readily seen.

t If 4r[z] = 0 has no solution (of exp. val. <ic) other than z{x) = Q, the sum in (b) drops out:

Zí-iT¿Mz.'M=0.
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(c) Hf,x) =   Z«i(x)ci(t),
1-1

where the w,(x) are functions of exp. val. <R*

We come now to

Theorem 5. Let (12) have no solution D(t)^áO which is analytic everywhere

in \t | <R. Then every function A.(t;x) defined by

(22) A(t;x)=Ai(t;x)+x(f,x),

where x is an arbitrary solution oft

(23) Ax[x(t;x)]= -yp(t;x),

yp being given by (c), is a resolving kernel.

Our hypothesis on equation (12) ensures us (by the Perron existence

theorem) that a solution x exists of the desired character.Î Equation (22)

then defines A to be analytic in t (in the region T) and of exp. val. <R for

all/inF. Weneed then only show that A satisfies (15). Now^4I[A]=^4I[Ai]

— \p, and this is, by (21), precisely etx.

Let us return to equation (15). We see (Lemmas 4 and 4') that the resolv-

ing kernel just obtained is unique unless m — k+s>0, and in the case of

non-uniqueness A may be augmented by 23;_i Pi(t)zi(x), the pi(t) being arbi-

trary functions analytic in T. This result is also reflected in

* For \p certainly has the form (c) where the «,(*) are some functions of x. It remains to establish

their exponential value. Now there exist k values of / in T: t = <i, • • • , tk, such that the determinant

A of the Ci's at these k points is not zero. For suppose the contrary, and let ti, ■ • • , <t_t be held fast,

while tic varies in T. Then A, which is a linear combination of Ci(tk), ■ ■ ■ , ck{tk), must vanish identi-

cally (in lk). Hence the coefficients of c¡(l¡¡), • • • , ck(tk) must vanish. This is true for all h, ■ • ■ , tk-¡

in T, and as the coefficients in question are (k — l)-order minors of A, we have reduced the question to

a (k — l)-order determinant. If now we permit lk-i to vary in T, holding ty, • • • , /*_j fast, we reduce

still further. Finally we arrive at a first-order determinant: Ci(ii), which must vanish identically

in h. But this is manifestly a contradiction.

If we regard equations (c) (for t=tu • • ■ , tk) as a set of linear equations in ui(x), • • ■ , uk(x),

we find (since A^O) that Ui{x) =linear combination of \(/(t¡; *),•••, \l>{.tk; x). Since \¡>(t; x) is of

exp. val. <R for all t in T, it follows then that m{x) is of exp. val. <R.

t x is also required to be analytic in t (in the region T) and (in x) of exp. val. <R for all t in T.

X For the functions Ui(x) of (c) are of exp. val. <R, so that functions k>,(z), likewise of exp. val.

< R, exist such that A x [wí (x) ] = «,• (x). Then the most general x is given by

t r

x(<; *) = - Z Ci(t)wi(x) + £ <n(t)zi(x),
i_l <-l

where the <r<(/) are arbitrary functions which are analytic in T.
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Corollary 1.   Any function A(t; x) defined by (22) satisfies the linear

differential equation of order k

r  , oA dkA '
(24) B,[A] m Ao(t)A + Ai(t)-+ • ■ • + Ak(t)— - = e" +  Jjn(t)zt(x),

dt dtk ¿_i

where the p.,(/)* are suitably chosen functions analytic in T, and the z{(x) are a

complete set] of linearly independent solutions of Ax[z(x)] =0.

Given A defined by (22).    Now Ax[Bt[x\]=Bt[Ax[x\] = -Btty]=0.

Hence ■B<[x]==23¿=ia.(/)z¿(2), ¿>»(¿) analytic in T.    Also,

♦(*;*)-¿t,(0i«(*),

Ti(/) analytic in T.  Formula (24) then follows from the relation

B,[A] = Bt[Ai] + B,[x] = e" + \<b(t; x) + Bt[x)\.

Corollary 2.   There exists a resolving kernel A(t; x) which satisfies

dA dkA
(24') A0(t)A + Ai(t)-+ • ■ ■ + Ak(t)

dt dtk

The lemma asserts that a possible choice in (24) is ßi(t) =0. Two cases

arise: (i) m — k+s^O. Then in (24) the sum23í=i t*i(t)zi(x) drops out, and

we have precisely (24').

(ii) m — k+s>0. Then A(/; x) is not unique. Let A2(/; x) satisfy (24),

where all the ßi(t) are zero. Then the general A is (by Lemma 4) A = A2

+2y¡=iPi(t)zi(x), pi(t) arbitrary (but analytic in T); and

bJa2 + ¿Zpi(t)zi(x)\ = e" + zZzM{ßi(t) + Bt[pi(t)]}.
L i-i J <_i

On choosing p<(/) to satisfy Bt \fii(t) ] = —Hi(t), the sum on the right drops out,

and we have (24').

That A(/; a;) can be augmented by the sum23¿=i Pi(t)zi(x) (when m — k+s

>0) should imply (from (24)) that 5¿[23í=i Pí(Oz<(*)] is again of the form

23í=i ßi(t)zi(x)> ßi(t) analytic in T; and this is at once verified.

An immediate consequence of the definition of resolving kernel is

* The ui{t) will vary as we choose different A's.

f We recall that if m — k+s¿0, the sumX¡<-iM<Mzi(*) must drop out.
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Theorem 6.* Let the same assumption on D(t) be made as in Theorem 5.

Then every resolving kernel A(t; x) makes (14) a solution of the original equation

(6).

Returning to C-expansions we have

Theorem 7. Let f(x) be of exp. val. \<R and let K(t; x) be the resolving

kernel given by Theorem 5.f Thenf(x) possesses the proper expansion

(25) f(x) =  ¿X„G„(x)
o

with

(26)

where

1    r  *W     /!\
X„ = —.      -ÍÜ — )dt,

2ri Je     t       \t /

A   ßn(0*"
(27) A« ; x) -  £

»!

Defining fi„(f) by (27) and X„ by (26), we have, by (14), y(x) =

2<rXn*B/w"  The theorem now follows by use of Theorems 2 and 6.

The investigation of the resolving kernel A(i; x), when it exists, is better

effected through equation (24') than through (15), since the theory of

linear differential equations of finite order is well known. Yet even when

dealing with (24') it is difficult to obtain for the solutions a form which is

convenient to handle. We shall content ourselves with a study of the cases

k = 0,k = l.

5. The case k = 0.   Here (15), (24') reduce to

(15a) At[s] = e", (24'a) A0(t)A(t; x) = e",

and it is seen that

(27a) A(t ; x) = e>*A0(t) =  ¿
t*

„_o A0(t)   »!

* It is assumed that f{x) is of exp. val. X<i?, and that the contour C of (14) surrounds the origin

and lies in 1/R< \t | < 1/X. We naturally choose C so as not to pass through any point l/£, where £

is a zero of Ak{t), for at such a point A(l/<; x) may cease to be analytic. It may be remarked that the

formal step of taking the operators Ac, xAi, • • ■ , xkAk under the integral sign in passing from (14)

to (15) is easily justified.

t The same assumption on D(t) is made as in Theorem 5.
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satisfies both these equations.  (27a) is then a resolving kernel* for equation

(6a):

(6a) Ao[y]=f(x).

On applying Theorems 6 and 7 we have

Theorem 8. If f(x) is of exp. vol. \<R, then (6a) has a solution y(x), of

exp. val. <R, given by

1    r  F(t)    exi'dt
(14a) y(x)-I   —^- -•,

2iriJc     /     A0(l/t)

C being a contour surrounding the origin and lying in \/R <\t\< 1/X ; andf(x)

possesses the proper expansion

OO

(25a) f(x) =  ¿Z\nGn(x)
0

where]

(26a) Xn = —- f
2jrt Jc

F(t)      dt

c 7*ï Ao(í/t)

It is possible to obtain solutions of the homogeneous equation A0[y] =0

(in the case that A0(t) has at least one zero in |/1 <R), as contour integrals.

If £ is a zero of A 0(t) (in [/1 <R), and p is the order, then there are p linearly

independent solutions corresponding to this zero: e(x, xeix, • • ■ , x*~le(*;

and these give rise to the following p proper expansions of the function zero:t
00

0  =  23 XnCW ,
0

where X„=£", n!?-\ n(n-l)£n-*, • • • , »(«-1) • • • (n-p+2)^-^1.   .

6. Case k = l. For k = l equations (15), (24') become (15b), ^4o[A]

+xAi[A]=e'x, (24'b), A0(t)A+Ai(t)dA/dt = e'x.

A solution of (24'b) is furnished by

Jgti+fUtlAùdl
- dt,

A\
and we have

/d —(etx+fU,IAÙH)dt.
dt

* We remark that (12) reduces to A0(f)D(t)=0, which has only the solution /)(<)=0.

t The case h = Ois treated and solved in Pincherle (Bologna Paper), loc. cit., pp. 423-424.

t We apply Theorem 3.
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We are assuming that (12) (for k = l) has no solution D(t) which is

analytic throughout |¿|<.R. Therefore, at some zero / = £ of Ai(i), in |/|<i?,

D(t) fails to be analytic. Let t = £ be a zero of order s, and set

(a) -—-=  ZW-Ö",
¿lW n-0

so that

;       _i_d-x(Ao(t)(t-sy\

**     (5-1)! *-»l      ¿i(/)       j,_{  5

¿o(0(* - £)*
(c) 5(0 = ' - i-i« - I)-1,

Ai(t)

(d) eSB«)it-i)-.at m   ¿ ,„(/-£)»,

n=—oo

00

(e) «(*-!>•+./•*(«><*-«>-»<« =  £ '»(*)(' - Í)B,
n=—oo

so that

(f) r„(x) = s„ + — 5„_i + — in_2 + • • •        (« = 0, ± 1, + 2, • • • ) .

Then
00

(g) eix+Su«iA¿d, m e(x(¡ _ 5)irt ^ r„(x)(¿ - £)- ,

n*—oo

and
j oo

(h)     —(et**Su,iAiHe)  = e£*(, _ qi^-i £ (/_, + n)rn(x)(t - £)".
¿/ n-oo

Let us integrate (h), introducing no "constant" of integration.   Two cases

arise:

(a) ¿,_i is not an integer (positive, negative, or zero). Then (h) inte-

grates back into (g) and we have ^40[y]+xJ4i[y] =e'x.   Therefore

(i) A(t;x) = r-/U.(OM.(«>l«.   f -dt
Ai(t)

is a resolving kernel. Here the integration is understood to be performed by

expanding the integrand in a series about / = £, and introducting no "con-

stant" of integration.

(ß) J,_i is an integer.    Then the Laurent  expansion   (g)   has   a   term
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eflf_i,_,(a;) independent of /. Therefore on integrating (h) (and introducing

no "constant" of integration),

C d
I —(et*+su,iAi)if)¿t = etz+fu,iAOit _ ei'r-u-A\x).

J dt

Let «(a;) be a solution* (of exp. val. <R) of

(k) Ao[u] +.xAi[u] = et*r-b*(x) .

Then
r /.eíx+/U,«)Mi(i)láí    -i

(1) A(t ; x) = e-ZU.«)/^«))^   „(,) +    1 -dt
L J A>(t) J

is a resolving kernel.   Integration is as in (i).

To sum up :

Theorem 9. Let equation (12) (for k = l) have no solution D(t) which is

everywhere analytic in \t \ <R, so that at some zero t = l~of Ai(t) (in \t \ <R) D(t)

is not analytic; and let the order of / = £ be s. Then a resolving kernel A (/; x)

for equation

(6b) A0[y] + xAi[y] = f(x)

is given by (i) or (1), according as l,-i is not or is an integer (positive, negative,

or zero). According to the case, f(x) (of exp. val. <R) possesses the proper ex-

pansion

(26b,)   /(*) =   ¿ í~  C^-®J-)dt)Gn(x),
„_o   \2iriJc   t \t /      )

(26b,, /(«,- £{-l-/^[e.(i) + i.(i)„}c.w,

where

-dt,   An(t) = «„e-yw.CrtM.toid.
Ai(t)

and where un is defined by u(x) =23o° unxn/n\. And in either case a solution

of (6b) is given by

(14b) y(x) =—   \   -AI— ;x)dt.
2wi Jc     t       \ t       /

* The right member of (k) is seen to be of exp. val. <R, so that by our hypothesis on D(t), a

solution u(x) exists.
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7. Partial differential equations of infinite order, constant coefficients.

The equivalence between linear differential equations of infinite order and

contour integral equations, such as has been established in the preceding

sections, can be extended to other equations. In this section and the following

one we consider two such extensions.

Denote by Axy [z(x, y) ] the partial differential operator in two* indepen-

dent variables

« dm+nz

(28) A„[%\ =-  £ a■mn *
o       dxmdyn

where
•o

A(h,h) =  £ <Wi"/2".
m,n— 0

Definition. If to the function z(x; y), entire in x and y, there correspond

two positive numbers Xi, X2 such that for every e>0,

am+Bz(0, 0)

dxmdy"
< M(e)(\i + e)m(\2 + e)-,

then z(x, y) will be said to be of finite exponential value; and if Xi, X2 are the

smallest numbersf for which this inequality holds, then z(x, y) is of exp. val.

(X,,XS).

Lemma 6. If A(h, t2) is analytic in \h\<R\, \k\ <Rî, and z(x, y) is of

exp. val. (Xi, X2) with \i<Ru \2<R2, then Axy[z] exists and is of exp. val.

(ßi, p2) where ¿tiáXi, Ms=X2.

By hypothesis we have \amn \ <N(e)(Ri— e)-m(R2— e)-B, where

Mh, h) =   Y,amntimt2n ;

and

z(x, y) «iW(i) £(Xi + «)"(X2 + i)Bx™yB/(»t!»!) = ilf(e)e^+«>at+o^4)«'.

Therefore

AIy[z]«M(e)N(e)e°*+**+<-W'> £    (-)    (-),
m,n-0   \Rl ~ «/      \Ri * «/

and for e sufficiently small the series on the right converges. The lemma now

follows from the fact that eTX+,v is of exp. val. (\r\, \s\), and from the fact

that 6>0 is arbitrary.

* The extension of the theory to k independent variables is immediate,

t If z is of finite exp. val. then two "smallest numbers" exist.
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Lemma 7. If A (h, h), B (h, h) are analytic in \ti\<Ri, \t2\ <R2, andz(x, y)

is of exp. val. (Xi, X2) < (Ri, R2),* then

Bxy[Axv[z]] = Axy[Bxy[z]] = Cxy[z],

where C(h, t2) =A(th t2)B(h, h).

The identities are seen to be formally true, and the convergence of all the

series involved can be established by the method of Lemma 6.

Lemma 8. Let z(x, y) =Y^mnxmyn/(m\nï) be of exp. vol. (Xi, X2) <(RU Rt),

and set Z(x, y) =^\mnxmyn. Then Z(x, y) is analytic in \x \ < 1/Xi, \y \ < 1/X2,

and

(29) z(a;, y) = (—)    f    f exi*>+v">dtidt2,
\2iri/    Je, Jct     titi

C\, C2 being contours in the ti, t2 planes respectively, surrounding h = 0, /s = 0

and lying in l/Ri < |/i | < lAi, V-^s < I ̂  I < lAs-

That Z(x, y) is analytic in the region given follows at once. The integrand

of (29) is then analytic on Ci, C2, so that we may integrate, say first with

respect to /,, then t2. Formula (29) results if we use relation (7) of §3.

If (Xi, X2) < (Ri, R2) it is permissible to operate with Axy under the integral

sign, so that we have

Theorem 10. If A(h, t2) is analytic in \h\<Ri, \t2\ <R2, andf(x, y) is

of exp. val. (Xi, X2) < (Ri, R2), then the partial differential equation

(30) Axy[z]=f(x, y)

is equivalent to the contour multiple integral equation]

(31) '(*.>0 =(V^Y   f     f -^-a(-, ^-)ex«*vi>>dhdt2,
\2iri/   Jc, Jc,     hti        \ti     h/

Ci, C2 being the contours of (29).

The sense of the equivalence is as in Theorem 1: To every solution

z(x, y) =/£\mnXmyn/(m In !) of (30), of exp. val. (mi, m2) < (Rx, R2), corresponds

a solution Z(x, y)=Y^kmnxmyn oí (31), analytic in |/i|<l//»i, |/j|<l/m»;

and conversely. And each such solution is equivalent to a proper expansion^

* The notation (Xi, \2) <(Ru R,) means that \i<Ri,\i<Rt.

t We use the identity Axu[erx+i>]=A(r, i)e™+w, (|r|, \s\)<(Ri, Äj).

J For two variables a proper expansion is denned as one for which «>0 exists such that

|x-,|<K,(.)(JR,-«)-(Ä-«)».
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00

(32) f(x, y) =  2 Xm„Gm„(x,y)
m,n—0

where {Gmn(x, y)} is the set of Appell polynomials in two variables defined by

00

(33) e^'"A(tlt t2) =   £ Gmn(x, y)tftf.
»,n- 0

As in the case of one independent variable, a solution of (30) can be

obtained as a contour integral:

Theorem 11.* If A (h, l2) is analytic in \h \ <Ri} \t21 <R2, andf(x, y) is of

exp. val. (Xi, X2) < (Rh R2), then a solution z(x, y) of (30), ofexp. val. < (Ri, R2),

is given by

/ 1 \2   C    r F(h, t2)      «•/*+»/«,
(34) z(x,y) = (-) I-dhdh.

\2iriJ   Jci Jc,     hh / l_     l\

\h '  t2)

Here d, C2 are the contours of (31) and (29), and F(h, t2) is the function related

t° f (tu h) in the same way that Z(x, y) is related to z(x, y).

Corollary. Iff(x, y) is ofexp. val. (Xi, X2) < (Rh R2) it possesses the proper

expansion

(35) f(x, y) =   £ Xm„Gmn(x, y)

F(/i, t2) dhdt2

m,n—0

where

(36) X_-(-L)'f     fFJ^
\2iri/   JCl Jcttxm+%n +1   A(l/h, l/t2)

It is clear that the results of this section carry over at once to any number

of independent variables.

8. "Laurent" differential equations of infinite order, constant coefficients.

Let A(t)~¿r,-m an¿B be a formal Laurent series, and denote by ^4¿,[y(x)]

the "Laurent" differential operator

00

Ady] = Z a„y(B)(x),

where

y<-*>(x) =    f  • • •     f  y(x)dx ■ ■ ■ dx,    k>0.
Jo (Mold)   Jo

* The proof is immediate, using the relation (29) with/, F in place of z, Z.
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Then we term

(37) AL[y]=f(x)

a "Laurent" differential equation of infinite order.

We make the following assumptions:

(a) A(t) =23-"« antn converges, 0< \t \ <R;

(b) f(x) is of exponential value less than R.

Lemma 9. We have

rx rx 1 (    xn~l      1 a;"-2      1
(38) I    • • •     I    etxdx ■ ■ ■ dx = —etx - {-1-

Jo («-fold) J0 tn {(n-l)[   t       (n-2)\  I2

x    1 1 )

Lemma 10. For every tin0< \t \ <R,

(39) AL[e'x] = A(t)e'x - ®(t ; x)

where

"     a_n    Í   (tx)n~l tx        )

and ©(/; a:) is analytic for every x and for every t in \t \ >0.

(39) is a consequence of (38). We need then only consider @(/; a;). Sup-

pose 0< |/|. Then l+tx/V.+ ■ ■ ■ +(/a;)"-1/(»-l)!«eiIi', so that ©(/; x)

<$Cei*" 23" k-n \/tn, and since this last series converges for all |/| >0, 0 is

analytic for all \t \ >0 and for all *.

On using (7) of §3, and (39), we can express (37) as a contour integral

equation:

wi)    ^-s/.TMtV"-»^)}*'
and (37), (41) are equivalent in the sense given by Theorem 1 for equations

(6), (9).
Equation (41) can however be simplified. For from the definition of 0

we find that

Lemma 11. 0(1//; x) is analytic in tatt = 0, and vanishes there.

We have

/ 1      \ "        (   xn-1 a;"-2 x )
0(— ; x) = /23«-n<-H-1-\-+ —/"-2+ /»-•>.

\t       /        n-i       l(«-l)I     (n-2)I 1! )
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Now   |a_„|áAf, so that 0(1//; x)<^Mt{e^+te^+t2e^+ ■ • ■ } =Mte^

• (1 — /)-1; and this proves the lemma.

Corollary. 0(1//; x) is an entire function in both x and t.

Since 0(1//; x) = 0 for / = 0, it follows that

=iXm-(7-)—■
if Y(t) is analytic in and on C. Consequently we have

Theorem 12.   The "Laurent" equation (37) is equivalent (in the sense of

Theorem I) to the contour integral equation

1     r   Y(t)    fl\

Theorem 13. If y(x) =2<T Xnx"/»!, of exp. val. <R, is a solution of (37),

thenf(x) possesses the proper* Appell function expansion

GO

(43) f(x) =  2>nGn(x) .
o

and conversely.] Here Gn(x) is defined by

oo

(44) e'xA(t) =  2 Gn(x)t".

* That is, lim sup |x„ |""<.R.

t The proof is immediate.

University of Chicago,

Chicago, III.


